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Embark on an epic journey and discover Europe's most incredible outdoor adventures!From
kayaking past tumbling waterfalls in Croatia to hiking through mountainous Montenegro, there's
nothing quite like being in the great outdoors. Whether you're looking for adrenaline-fuelled thrills
or a deeper connection to the natural world, this inspirational travel guidebook has it all.The
beautifully designed gift book showcases Europe's most incredible outdoor experiences! Inside,
you'll find:- 150 different outdoor adventures, from stargazing to wild swimming.- 50 main
entries, each focusing on a specific activity. It also features three to four smaller follow-on entries
that showcase other great places in Europe where you can do the same activity.- Stunning
photography throughout.- Top tips on the best time to go, what to pack and suggestions for
things to spot along the way.-Laid-back, relaxing activities and epic adventures, making it perfect
both for those who already love getting outside and want more inspiration and for those planning
their first foray into the outdoors.Covering everything from birdwatching and forest bathing to
scuba diving and wild swimming, Outdoor Europe is packed with adventures for your next wild
escape! Combining evocative descriptions with beautiful design and spectacular photography,
this inspiring European travel guide brings to life over 150 activities.Explore the remote peaks of
Italy's ruggedly beautiful Dolomite on a challenging Via Ferrata route. Spot endangered bison in
Poland. Walk among the wondrous wildflowers and orchids in Crete, Greece. Throughout the
travel book, the places you'll discover are shown in spectacular detail thanks to information on
each landscape's unique history, culture, seasons, flora and fauna.Take a journey you'll never
forgetThis travel book is ideal for armchair travelers who want to experience daring adventures
from the comfort of home and learn more about Europe's great outdoors. Adventure is
everywhere. It's up to you to find it.
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Discover the world withDK EyewitnessOur travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do
around the world, while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the world, from handy
pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides - all available in both print and digital
formats.Discover more at
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Clockwise from top: Senso-ji Temple, exhibit at the Kite Museum, National Art Center, skyline
with Mt Fuji behind, Daibutsu Buddha at Kamakura, Kabukicho district, Chidorigafuchi
moatWELCOME TO TOKYOEverything that is both traditional and modern about Japan is found
in Tokyo. It’s a city of amazing architecture and fashion, delicious cuisine, and cutting-edge
technology. Artistic and cultural traditions have been honed to perfection but the city is also a
master of innovation and reinvention. With DK Eyewitness Top 10 Tokyo, it’s yours to explore.You
may have in mind the Tokyo of popular imagination, a perpetually buzzing, utterly contemporary
metropolis, illuminated by neon. But this is also a city of tranquil gardens, ancient temples, and
shrines, such as the Koishikawa Koraku-en Garden and Meiji Jingu Shrine. Prepare to be
beguiled by the beauty of traditional arts and crafts available to view in museums or buy in stores
that have been tended by the same families for generations.And then there is the food. The
famous fish market may have moved to a new location in Toyosu but many specialist food stores
remain in the Tsukiji area, an ideal introduction to Japan’s unique culinary culture. The tastes of
Edo – the old name for the capital – linger in the backstreets of Yanaka and the precincts of



Asakusa. Best of all, despite its sprawling size and millions of inhabitants, Tokyo works like a
dream. Public transportation is fast, efficient, and inexpensive. Polite service is a given, as are
clean streets that are safe to walk any time of the day or night.Whether you’re visiting for a
weekend or a week, our Top 10 guide brings together the best of everything the city has to offer,
from the glitz of Ginza to the street fashion of Shibuya. The guide has useful tips throughout,
from seeking out what’s free to places off the beaten path, plus nine easy-to-follow itineraries
designed to tie together a clutch of sights in a short space of time. Add inspiring photography
and detailed maps, and you’ve got the essential pocket-sized travel companion. Enjoy the book,
and enjoy Tokyo.

Exploring TokyoDon’t be fazed by Tokyo’s size and variety of attractions. The following itineraries
include the very best sights in this fascinating, multi-layered city. There’s also time for shopping,
relaxing, and savoring Tokyo’s delicious culinary scene.Two Days in TokyoDay 1MorningTake a
crash course in art and culture at Tokyo National Museum. Then, stroll around Ueno Park and
the bustling Ameyoko Market.AfternoonExplore the Edo-Tokyo Museum before enjoying a bird’s-
eye view of the city from Tokyo Skytree. Meander through Asakusa and the Senso-ji Temple
complex. Board the water bus and cruise down the Sumida River. Afterwards, catch a show at
Kabuki-za Theater.Senso-ji Temple’s Hozo-mon Gate is a striking structureDay
2MorningDiscover the moats, stone walls, and gardens of the Imperial Palace. Then, take in the
excellent collection at the National Museum of Modern Art and the Crafts
Gallery.AfternoonCrunch down the gravel pathway to Meiji Jingu Shrine, and then go shopping
on Harajuku’s Takeshita-dori and tree-lined Omotesando. The nearby Nezu Museum has a
serene garden with a teahouse. In the evening, enjoy the electric vibe of Shinjuku.Four Days in
TokyoDay 1MorningHave breakfast in Tsukiji Outer Market, then tour the Hamarikyu Garden.
View the old wooden gates fronting Zojo-ji Temple with the iconic Tokyo Tower in the
background.AfternoonEnjoy the galleries and museums of Roppongi and then browse the shops
of Roppongi Hills and Tokyo Midtown, where there are also great places to eat and drink.Day
2MorningPay your respects at Meiji Jingu Shrine, and then browse quirky styles on Takeshita-
dori and high fashion along Omotesando. Cross town for lunch in Asakusa and to explore Senso-
ji Temple.AfternoonAscend Tokyo Skytree, learn about the city’s history at the Edo-Tokyo
Museum, and sail into Tokyo Bay on a cruise down the Sumida River.The Edo-Tokyo Museum
has fabulous displays.Day 3MorningTour the grounds of the Imperial Palace and then visit the
Marunouchi district, home to the contemporary architecture of the Tokyo International Forum
and the grand early 20th-century Tokyo Station.AfternoonMeander around the 17th-century
Koishikawa Koraku-en Garden. Catch the sunset from the free observation deck of Tokyo
Metropolitan Government Building in Shinjuku, and then hit the Kabukicho entertainment area
and the warren of drinking dens in Golden Gai.Day 4MorningGet acquainted with the shrines,
temples, and traditional stores of Yanaka. Afterwards, check out the collection at the Tokyo
National Museum and stroll around Ueno Park.Ueno Park is a green oasis overlooked by



modern towers.AfternoonRide the train to Odaiba Island to marvel at robot technology at the
fascinating National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation. Finish your day at the
extraordinary bathhouse Oedo Onsen Monogatari.

Top 10 Tokyo HighlightsDetail on Senso-ji Temple’s elaborate Hozo-mon gatewayTop 10 Tokyo
Highlights1Imperial Palace Grounds2Senso-ji Temple3Sumida River4Edo-Tokyo
Museum5Ueno Park6Tokyo National Museum7Koishikawa Koraku-en Garden8Meiji Jingu
Shrine9Yanaka10Odaiba Island

Back to Top 10 Tokyo HighlightsIMPERIAL PALACE GROUNDSLocated at the center of one of
the largest cities in the world, the Imperial Palace grounds sit amid a galaxy of busy urban areas.
This enormous compound contains the magnificent residence of the emperor, along with a
variety of moats, stone walls, watchtowers, gates, and fairytale bridges. The public areas of the
grounds are also home to several museums, galleries, and beautiful Japanese gardens. This is a
solemn spot, resonating with cultural meaning, and is among the few places where one can
witness the incredible persistence of history.Imperial Palace GroundsNEED TO KNOW1-1
Chiyoda, Chiyoda • • Adm for museums and galleriesAll museums in the complex are closed on
Mondays (except for public holidays). Try to visit the grounds early: the tour groups turn up by
mid-morning. The best plum and cherry blossom viewing is from February to mid-April, and
azaleas and dogwood in mid-May.Picnics are permitted in Kitanomaru Park, but it’s better to
cross the road south of the palace grounds for Hibiya Park, where a pleasant café serves
noodles, sandwiches, and even British fish and chips.1. Sakurada-mon GateThis entrance to the
outer gardens was erected in 1457. A survivor of earthquakes, fires, and air raids, the entrance
consists of two structures: one, a broad inner gate, is angled at 90-degrees to thwart intruders.2.
National Museum of Modern Art, TokyoMore than 12,000 works by Japanese as well as Western
artists are exhibited here, dating from the 19th century to the present day. Works include the
beautiful Mother and Child by Shoen Uemura.The beautiful Mother and Child painting by
Uemura Shoen3. Ote-mon Gate and Nijubashi BridgeSouth of Ote-mon gate, the 1888
reconstructed Nijubashi Bridge is a graceful sight. The bridge is a popular backdrop for
photos.The Graceful Nijubashi Bridge4. Imperial Palace East GardensDesigned by Kobori
Enshu in the early 17th century, these gardens feature stone lanterns, bridges, ponds, swathes
of flowers, and towering zelkova trees.Imperial Palace East Gardens5. ShiomizakaStone walls
line the path up to the “Tide View Slope.” The small promontory once commanded fine views of
the sea and Mount Fuji.6. Imperial Palace PlazaThe plaza’s pristine lawns, cherry trees, and
stands of ornamental black pines were laid out in 1899. The gravel concourse acts as a
firebreak. The plaza offers lovely views of Nijubashi Bridge.7. Wadakura Fountain ParkThe
sprays and jets of this striking aquatic park, built in 1961 to commemorate the wedding of the
present emperor’s parents, were refurbished in 1995.8. Nippon BudokanThe colossal octagonal
roof of the Budokan, or Japan Martial Arts Hall, features onion-shaped finials covered in gold



leaf. Its elements mirror those seen in traditional Japanese temples.9. ChidorigafuchiThe stone
walls of the shogun’s former castle contrast with the inky waters of Chidorigafuchi moat, which is
home to turtles, carp, cormorants, egrets, and gliding swans.Chidorigafuchi10. Crafts
GalleryThe former headquarters of the Imperial Guard, this 1910 government-listed structure is
now a gallery showcasing the work of Japanese craftspeople.TRAUMAS IN THE GARDENSThe
tranquil gardens of today’s palace grounds have known their fair share of drama. Victims of the
great 1923 earthquake sheltered here. During the war, several members of Japan’s officer corps,
inconsolable at news of their nation’s defeat, came here in August 1945 to commit ritual suicide.
In the 1950s and 1960s, the plaza witnessed violent political demonstrations.Back to Imperial
Palace GroundsBack to Top 10 Tokyo Highlights
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Mrs. Hatter, “Brilliant for the Price - Recommended. Love this guide to Tokyo which is such a
great vibrant city and one would love to visit in the future when the kids are a bit older so this has
been really nice to read though for inspiration. This is pretty compact as you'd imagine being a
'Top 10' guide, which is very useful as you can easily carry it around with you once you are there
I think the fact it is titled 'top 10' sells the book and series short a little as there's so much more in
here than just the top 10 things to do in Tokyo . There's tons and tons of really helpful info about
lots of different places, experiences, zones and traditions etc and I love the way they include a
suggested itinerary depending on the length of your stay (i.e the best things to see most
efficiently if there for two days, a different list if you have more time and are there for four days
etc). The maps aren't huge but big enough font to be readable and very useful and it's a really
enjoyable read either before hand or en-route and well worth the asking price so would 100%
recommend - great little guide.”

AK, “Informative with up to date photos. I have always enjoyed using DK Witness travel guide.
Tokyo is a city I haven't yet visit and would like to visit some time this year. We haven't decided
on how many days to spend in Tokyo yet but this pocket size guide book has 9 easy to follow
itineraries which is suitable for day trip, weekend trip or a week.If you are visiting for a short
period, this will give you all the top must see so you don't miss any important sites.Great
practical advice is provided in getting around the city and staying safe etc.I like the pull out map
which is laminated ( will last the whole trip). The illustrated photos are up to date and I can't wait
to try the eateries that's recommended in the book. Even if you are not going to visit yet, it is still
a good read and will inspire you to plan a trip.”

E. L. Wisty, “A decent compact guide. DK Eyewitness has been my go-to holiday guide for years
because they are more "visual" than L*n*ly Pl*n*t and R**gh G**d*s. This more compact Top 10
series is not quite so heavily packed with visuals but they are still excellent guides. As the name
suggests, they are based around "Top 10s" of certain categories, and there are lots of categories
covered. When many people go to Japan, because of the length of the trip and time zone
change they will generally go for a couple of weeks if not considerably more - it's not exact a
long weekend destination and that may give some doubts as to whether this book is enough to
sustain a traveller for that time in such a huge city, though they will undoubtedly be travelling
elsewhere within Japan too. However this looks like a good start.”

Castle Reviews, “Very Good. I collect travel books as before 2020 we were extensive travellers. I
like guide books as they give you good ideas for trips and what to see in cities. My preferred
guidebook is the Eyewitness full city guides, as they are very detailed, have pull-out maps, great
colour pictures and wonderful descriptions. These country guides are not as detailed, as they
look at a whole country, but they are still as relevant and easy to use. I have been to Tokyo and



visited Japan and many of the recommendations are well researched.This is a good concise
guide and one I am happy to own. Recommended.”

The book by DK Eyewitness has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 5 people have provided feedback.
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